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The meeting was callEd to onler at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 126 (continued) 

INJ\.DMISSIBILITY OF THE POL=:cy OF HEGEI10NISM IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (/\/34 /24 3, 

A/C.l/3lt/L.l, L.8, L.52) 

The CHAIRMAN: He have more than a quorum, but the representatives whose 

names are on the list of S]leakers for this morninc; either are nnt present yet or, 

if they are present, are not prepared to speak first. I shall wait for two 

minutes more and then, if none of the other speakers listed for this morninr 

arrives, I shall call upon the first of those who are here and who are due to 

speak, even though he is n<)t scheduled to speak first. 

I call on the repres,~ntati ve of Cyprus. 

Mr. ROSSIDES (C:rprus): As there is no one else ready to speak at this 

time, perhaps I may make a1 introductory statement. 

I should like to bri1e; out the meaning of the word "hegemony". J\ccordinc; to 

the Encyclopaedia Britanni~a and Webster's Dictionary, which are in ac;reement on 

this, hegemony is leadership or predominance, especially that of one State or 

nation, in a league or confederation. It implies a rroup of nations that are 

particularly akin in relation to other nations. Scme State amon~ them takes 

predominance, and that is ~alled hec;emony. 

I shall give an exam;Jle from ancient Greece. In Ancient Greece there were tht"' 

city states, and both Athe~s and Sparta claimed hec;emony over them. Their 

antagonism was different from that involved in the conflict between Persia and 

Greece, in which Greece was attacked in an attempt at conquest by Persia, an 

altogether alien nation. fl:ee;emony has always been assuciated with a group of 

nations that stand together, but one of which exercises hegemony. In ancient Greece 

hegemony caused terrific d?struction. Greece was destroyed not by any of the wars 

with Persia, which were occasions for heroism and valour in war, and we still know 

today of Thermopylae, Salanis and Marathon -great examples of such heroism and 

valour. But the war that was fought for hegemony in Greece was the war that 

destroyed Greece, because a ,,Jar of hegemony is a war of division, and the moment 

you have division you have all the evils of a partitionist situation. The 

Peloponnesian War was the war for hegemony between Sparta and Athens, ancl that 

''"ought about Rll t-.r1P evils of division. 
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Therefore it is justifiable to take all steps to prevent hegemonism in the 

case of our present United Nations - first of all because hegemonism is contrary 

to the Charter, which calls for the equal sovereignty and independence of States. 

There should be no question of hepemonism, either resional or rlobal. l1y 

delec;ation is in agreement, and supports the draft resolutions, which are entirely 

in favour of gettinr rid of the divisionist elements of hegemonism, whether in a 

rec:ion or in a ['_;roup of nations or any kind of association beb-reen States within the 

concept of the United Nations. \Ale therefore support the draft resolution as 

condemnin~ hegemonism, which is one of the most divisive and destructive elements in 

world politics. 

Mr. HA.c'\MON (Liberia): Addressing itself to the question of hegemony, 

after much thouc:ht and consideration, the Liberian delegation is led to ask this 

question: how big, and hov much, is the scope of hegemony? 

If by hegemony lS meant domination, we in Africa do not need anyone to give 

us c:uidance. In any case, the fighters in the legitimate African liberation 

movements prefer guns to books in their hands. Even if they threw the books at the 

heads of their adversaries, they would find altogether too restrictive the standard 

definition: "especially the predominant influence of one State over another". 

Today the appetites for power are denonstrating a great greed. The 

apartheid Republic of South Africa is now engac;ed in carving out a sphere of 

influence in the dimensions of an empire which covets no less than the whole of 

southern Africa or, more than that, one third of the entire continent. As events 

there are coming to some sort of a climax, the picture is becoming clear as to 

how Pretoria has played the hand of hegemony through Rhodesia and South West Africa -

and I am using the colonial titles - and novr in the so-called constellation of the 

adjacent small States, even in brazenly sustained open acts of aggression, as in 

Mozambique, Zambia and .Angola, seeking an empire under the blazing umbrella of a 

developing nuclear bomb. 

I wish to assure the Committee that I do not intend to go into a discussion 

of political issues of Africa or of any of the other areas of hegemonism we see 

bulc;ing on virtually every continent in each hemisphere. 
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seemingly we are now ir. the midst of a veritable hegemonistic epidemic, 

one hegemony infecting or begetting another in an escalation that must be stopped 

or it will consume the world and, instead of United Nations commissions for peace, 

the world will see regional organizations for war, and, while the two world wars 

had a kind of integration, the third war -..rill more resemble the personality of an 

all-en compassing octopus, each tentacle with its own power, but all stew.minr; from 

the single monstrous head o:' hegemonism. 

That is why the Liberian delegation welcomes the Soviet initiative in 

proposing the draft resolution entitled, "The inadmissibility of the policy of 

hegemonism in international relationsn. It is an adequate title engrafted on a 

more than adequate presentation of substance, as we shall point out later. But for 

us the most striking featurE· of the proposal is that it comes from a big Power, for 

it is the big-Power rivalriEs for spheres of influence that are the main roots of 

the hegemonistic precipitation so rapidly changing the climate favourable to the 

mad jostling on the part of the small Powers for retention of their new-found 

sovereignty and in some cases for their national existence. In another arena of 

the big Powers there is the strategy of retaining or recapturing lost territories 

in the new net of neo-colonialism, while these, using the wolf they have ousted 

for a mini-hegemonism of their own. Of them it could be said that they who think 

they have the wolf on a leash will find that his teeth are still sharp. 

Striking also is the timeliness of the proposal, which comes at a time 

when hegemonism is at flood tide, threatening to overflow the bounds of safety. 

The waves are mounting high in Indo-China, and who can tell today what will be the 

regional impact of the developments in Iran? There may be a scramble for shifting 

power, which is already manifesting itself in the manoeuvres for strategic oceans -

the Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean with its gulfs and seas, and the Caribbean. 
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In the light of these destabilizinc; events, the resl' Lutions 1JPforP 

us urr:ently call on us fnr unanimous or closP tn unanir;:ous support 

for the mitigating influence they may have in the short 

term ancl the moral influence they \'Till undoubtedly accrmre in the lone; term, 

He opened our statement with the question hovr bi~ - and hmr much - is 

the scope of hegemony? It is not surprising that our natural tendency woulcl 

be to think of the is sue mainly in political terms. \'Je have already outlined 

in the most sketchy way the current political dimensions. But even if these, 

by some midnight magic, were solved by the end of this session, the chains of 

domination would still bind the ;;vorld. 

The forces of imposition clo not rule by guns alone. The great navies, 

the mighty air forces, thP strategic missile systems - appalling as they are 

are only a fraction of the world structure of domination. Unused, they are 

mainly standby forces, functioning more as threats than in action, Except 

in local outbursts, they virtually do not touch the every-day lives of the 

hundreds of millions, even the billions, of people in our world, Let us put 

it this way, If all these military and political bids for pmrer were to 

disappear, only a fevT of the clouds of enslavement would have blo1m away, 

leaving a vorld still engulfed in the darkness of domination, 

Domination today carries bigger implications to an almost unlimited 

degree, By the irrational course of histonJ, a virtual handful of nations 

controls the wheels of the world economy, its terms of trade, its bankine; 

and monetary systems, its food and industrial production, its science and 

technology. Here is a domination more powerful than any army vTi th banners' 

vThile the nations of the rest of the world are doomed for decades to come 

to a kind of subcontractor role of one l<::ind or another. 

r1Iuch lS made ofth, sovereign rights of nations to self-defence - a 

rre re euphemisr1 for the s!llall nations lvho depend for the new and more 

effective weapons on the whim of the super-haves who, by their own time

table, are determined to retain, for at least the next two decades their 

overwhelming ratio of advantage in domination. 

VJhen the current horizons of hee;emony are so vast and when the few 

dispose of so much and the many of so little, vTe have a division that 
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strikes at the very heart of the concept of democracy. A Horld of 

hee;emony automatically affronts - if it does not abolish - centuries of 

precious ~01ocracy. 

The spread of domination is so great that, as most representatives 

may have observed, even the w·ord ngap" is disappearing from our documents 

as obviously too diminutive anQ too undescriptive of the almost timeless 

span which -vre confront. l\Jot daring to face up to the vast outer spaces of 

inequality we have adoptee comforting time-tables of vishful thinking. 

We have made a Utopia of the year 2000. Do- we really believe that at the 

present rate the developing nations -vrill by then enjoy 25 per cent of the 

world 1 s gross national pre duct, or that their dependency on technoloSY vrill 

be completely eliminated? 

He ask these questions not in a spirit of pessimism, but in realistic 

appraisal of the reactions of the mighty developed nations to the great effort 

to ri££ht the irabalance throur:h the HPI·.' International Economic OrdPr. HP 

appreciate other efforts, such as the narrowing of the cultural gap in the 

restitution of colonially-acquired cultural property, anQ the excellent 

work of the International Law Commission on the succession of States, and on 

treaties safee;uarding their fledgling soverei~nty. But this is merely 

filling the potholes of the bigger problems which, vi th the lack of will 

still stubbornly there, makes little dent in the t-vro 1vorlds of the 

dominators and the dominated. 

In one Assembly after another, we have sought to attune our minds to 

this ne-vr empire of power that, in the 34 years of the post-war period, has 

completely altered the world we lmevr. A ne-vr Horld has been ushered in, of 

new nations and nev Powers that n· historian of the vorld cc>uld 

have predicted. Historians have divided t11e past into ages: the Ar:e 

of Faith, the Age of Reason and the Dark Ages. Unless we , -vrh o are closer 

to the future than any preceding e;eneration, act nov we shall sentence 

ourselves to the Age of Hegemony. That is -vrhy the Liberian delegation 

repeats its concept of the importance of the Soviet initiative at this 

time, and of the various r2solutions stemming from that initiative. For 
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our part we shall study them but it is obvious to us after having read them 

that the six-Power draft resolution, A/C.l/34/1.52, best expresses, in our 

opinion, the comprehensive view that could be taken on this issue. 

In conclusion, I wish to underline one more point. lfuat is really, 

and I may say chiefly, involved is not only the relationship of the strong 

and the weak nations, but the struggle for hegemony among the strong. It 

is that rivalry for predominance that brought about the First Horld Har. It is 

that struggle that brought the world to the disaster of the Second \vorld \'Tar. 

As I close these remarks, let me emphasize that in those two terrible 

lessons, we learned that hegemony ls the inevitable road to war, and that 

what is involved in the decisions we are about to make here, at this time 

in history, is world peace itself. 
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Mr. THIEMELE (Ivory Coast) (interpretation from French): It is a good 

omen that we are considerint item 126 of the agenda under the chairmanship of the 

representative of a small ccuntry, the Bahamas, a country which, like so many others 

represented here, needs the backing of the United Nations to assert its political 

independence and its soverejgnty and particularly to bring about economic and 

social development, which aJone can guarantee that their recovered liberty will be 

maintained. Therefore we are delighted to see you guiding the proceedings of the 

First Committee. 

Since their accession to independence the countries formerly under foreign 

domination have ceaselessly denounced the inequities in the relations which have 

prevailed and continue to prevail in the world in every field: political, economic, 

cultural, military and others. This quest for equality in international relations 

has prompted most of those countries to organize themselves in order to have their 

claims heard by the most im}>ortant and lare;est countries on the earth, former 

colonial Powers or new imperial Powers. 

Politically, the peoplE·s of the third -vmrld, after the now historic Bandur:; 

Conference in 1955, have regrouped themselves ln order to assert their identity and 

to beat a new and authentic path in the world of today. Non-alignment is thus a 

direct and positive response to the realities of our time. The liberation of these 

peoples, a task to which ouJ' Organization has contributed so much, should not be 

transformed into a parody o:' sovereignty but into a truly independent existence in 

a world where every nation nust respect the others. Concerning military matters 

the third-world States, for the most part poor and without sizable material 

resources, have declared th(~msel ves against military alliances and blocs which 

serve to promote the policy of the great Powers aimed at dividing the world into 

spheres of influence or to :~mpose their domination. On economic issues, the 

developing countries advoca·;e a fundamental change in international economic 

relations through the estahLishment of a New International Economic Order which 

would permit the peoples of those States to benefit fully from their natural 

resources. On the cultural level, the third world is trying to make the former 

Powers recognize that all hnman societies have made and are making a decisive 

contribution to world civilLzation. 
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This 1 rcny-sir:'..ecl struggle has not always enjoyed the support of the 

great Powers, which most of the time have opposed it and refused to recognize 

its legitimacy - by strengthening Pxistinr- militarv alliances, 

by maintaininc; unjust economic relations or even by the development of new 

forms of domination, sometimes insidious and refined, sometimes brutal and 

direct, but always very effective. Therefore, at a time when attempts are 

being made to make us Rccept outrageous notions such as 11 spheres of influence 11
, 

"zones of nuclear protection' 1
, ,~limited sovereignty11

, "internationalist solidarity11 

and so on, how can we not take pleasure in the fact that one of the 

supC'r-Pmrers, and perhaps the foremost in terms of the accumulation of 

Feapons of all l:imls ls tal~ in::; the ini tiati Ye to have the policy of 

that is to say.· the ouest for domination pre ·eDinence 

and supremacy at the expense of the weak, clearly and solemnly condemned. 

The Ivory Coast delegation wishes to express its app::-eciation to the Soviet 

delegation for opening this 1Jrt'ac-l , which, I am sure, will make it possible 

not only to denounce the use of a term which some arc- Jiretenclinv to have 

to assemble all its various manifestations and thus to limit it for the benefit 

of the small nations which form the majority of the international community. 

For us it is not a question of detente or of disarmament. It is essentially 

a matter of peaceful co-existence among scores of States with different 

resources, different ideologies, different religions, different socio-economic 

systems. In this world we do not wish, at any price, a favnt1r!'lcle position, whether 

political, economic or military, to be exploited by the beneficiary to the 

detriment of r thcrs. _rt v.r::.ll be easily understood th8.t for u:o hegemonism 

is not confined solely to the practice of the great P:Jwers but to the pnu~tices 

of any State entity, whatever its political system or its size, which by its 

conduct in international relations is clearly seeking to impose its or\]ectives 

and goals, as well as the means of attaining them, on States weaker than itself. 

'rhis is the policy of hegemonism, essentially based on the c'l0r:i rc for povrer, 

arrogant diktat, irrepressible pRternalism and inability to accept the 

independence and sovereignty of others. 
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That is how we view the question of tl1e inadmissihiljty of the policy 

of hegemony in international relations. 

Just as power can take different f'orr,s, so ran the desj re ::'or rower 

manifest itself in different ways and at different levels. Thus, the world 

at the end of the 20th century is dominated demographically by five great 

countries, China, India, the Soviet Union, the United States and Indonesia; 

::'rom the military standpoint by the Soviet Union, the United States, China, 

France and Great Britain; from the economic standpoint by the United States, 

the Soviet Union, Japan and the Federal Republic of Germany. I shall not go 

into the matter of the political influence of some of tl:ose countries. 

While each of those Povrers. dependinr:; upon its resources and methods, exercises 

clear domination over most of the members of the int0rnational 

community, they are not the only ones that wish to impose themselves on others 

in one or more of those areas so essential to the life of the peoples of the 

world. Other Powers, either directly or deviously, are directing their national 

policies towards the search for a preeminent position as compared with the 

weaker States in order to satisfy their insatiable appetite for supremacy or, 

more ignobly, to serve as instrGments for the policy of a protector Power. 

Examples are not lacking, for they are numerous and obvious, particularly 

because, since they do not have the means to conduct such a policy, these mini-Powers 

with hegemonistic ambitions resort to a scenario ·Hhich mal'Ces a mockery of 

the fundamental principles of relations amonf States and destroys 

their credibility on the regional and international levels. 

Unfortunately, hegemonism - against which the international community 

has contrived to promote concepts which should make it impossible or should at 

least mitigate its effects by avoiding a return to situations of the kind that 

led to the Second World War - has left indelible traces within our very 

Organization. Indeed the San Francisco Charter,which established the 

United Nations on the principle of the sovereign equality of States, contains 

a number of provisions which, without entirely calling into question this 

fundamental principle, do in fact ensure preeminence for certain States. 
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That is so in the case of the composition of the Security Council, where the 

five great Powers that destroyed the Nazi regime enjoy the right to oppose 

individually any decision of that important organ charged with the maintenance 

of international peace and security. 

The same applies to the representation of certain Pmrers at the 

United Nations - representation which disregards customery practice in 

that area and strengthens the influence of those States. It is not our 

aim to judge the validity of those provisions, but merely to draw attention to 

their existence. 

In the light of all the forms which the policy of hegemonism may take -

only a few of which we can mention here - our Assembly should, above all, ask 

itself what is its objective in considering item 126 of its agenda. 

In introducing draft resolution A/C.l/34/L.l, the representative of the 

Soviet Union, Ambassador Troyanovsky, stressed that 

"The policy of hegemonism is in flagrant contradiction to the 

principles of the United Nations, first and foremost the principle of 

the sovereign equality of States; ... the manifestations of such a 

policy lead to the creation of hotbeds of tension, complicate relations 

between States and destabilize the international situation." 

(A/C.l/34/PV.5, p. 16) 

Consequently, the Soviet draft resolution would have the General Assembly condemn 

the principle of hegemonism, of whatever form, as being incompatible with the 

fUndamental principles of the United Nations Charter. 

It could not be clearer. It is a matter not just of denouncing current 

hegemonistic tendencies, but of transforming the inadmissibility of the policy 

of hegemonism into a universal principle, and to that end the Foreign Minister 

of the Soviet Union proposed that: 
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"It would be a good idea subsequently to couch the renunciation 

by States of a policy of hegemonism in all its manifestations in 

terms of a broad international agreement and to conclude such an 

ae;reement or treaty." (f::./34/PV.7, p. 78) 

In our view, the objective of this exercise is to lool~ even further ahead 

and see to it that we succeed in eliminating hegemonism from inter-State 

relations, in all its manifestations and at all levels, so that international 

relations can be based on genuinely democratic principles and so that we 

can eliminate the tendencies which threaten the independence and soverei~nty 

of the smallest and weakest States. 

The delegation of the Ivory Coast is ready to join in an unequivocal 

condemnation of the policy of hegemonism, whatever its source and whatever 

its form. 

My country will also support any solemn declaration calling upon all 

States, particularly the most powerful, to renounce all hegemonistic ambitions 

and scrupulously to abide by the purposes and principles of the United Nations 

Charter, particularly the principle of the sovereign equality of States and 

the principle of their peaceful co-existence. 

In our view, this initial stage should be followed up by others to 

cover all possible manifestations of hegemonism- bilateral, multilateral, 

regional and international - in relations between States in order to bring 

about the rapid elimination of that policy, which has already done so much 

damage to mankind over the past centuries. 

The United Nations cannot but take the lead in such an effort which, 

if successful, must certainly strengthen its foundations and guarantee it the 

perennial life which has hitherto been threatened by the conduct of certain 

Members. 
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root-cause of all the turmoil, unrest and increasing \·Tar danger in the 

present 1wrld situation. The strugc;le against her:;emonism is a major 

issue related to the maintenance of vrorld peace ancl_ thP security of all 

States and an issue bearing an over-all importance in international 

politics. \!hen -vre are considerinG; the serious question of fightinc; 

hec;emony and defending world peace at this august forun1 of the United 

Nations, it is necessary to make an in-depth analysis of hee;emonism, 

fully reveal the hegemonic acts and adopt the necessary n'easures to 

stop the hegemonist aggression and expansion, and it is impermissible 

for anyone to mix the spurious 1-rith the genuine so as to deceive the 

public and gain f~e. 

Global hegemonism has taken shape through an historical process. 

The international situation has witnessed c;reat changes over the 

three decades and more after the Sec ~n' vJorld War. On the one 

hand, a series of Asian, African and Latin American countries have 

won independence one after another, 1-rhile the old colonial system has 

collapsed in the main. 'Ihe third Horld countries are l·ragint; 

unremitting struc;gles for the defence of their national independence 

and State sovereignty m1d against foreign interference and domination 

of all forms. On the other hand, ecs a result of the imbalanced 

development of imperialism, especially the emergence of social-imperialism, 

there came into being the super-Powers, whose stren[~th greatly surpasses 

that of ordinary imperialist Powers. In quest of -vrorld hegeE1ony, they 

both want to control the third 1rorld countries by various means and 

also dominate those developed countries uhich are inferior to them 

in strength, and to this end they are locked in fierce rivalry. Their 

activities threaten the independence, sovereignty and territorial 

inter~rity of a large number of small and medium-sized countries and 

menace internation<..ll peace and security. In these circumstances, the 

third world countries stress the need to eliminate the policies of 

hec:emonism and oppose all forms of foreign domination and hec;emony 

vhi~e continuins to oppose colonialism and im:Perialism. Hany small 
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and medium-sized developed countries also emphasize the need for 

unity to strenGthen themsel 'res and the defence of their national 

independence and State secu:~ity. It is evident that opposition to 

the policies of super-Pm-rer hegemonism has bec0111e the common desire 

of the people of all countr:.es, and the fight against super-Pm-rer 

hegemonism has become a comnon struggle of theirs. 

Global hegemonism mani::ests itself in different forms. Generally 

spealdng, it is characteri zt~d by its eli sregRrd of the purposes and 

principles of the United :Nations Charter, violation of the accepted 

norms guiding international relations and its attempt to interfere 

in the internal affairs and trrunple upon the sovereignty of 

other States with the help of its political, economic and military 

strenrrth in particular, and to impose its will upon other States, 

regions and even the whole uorld by threats or inducements and 

-vrhatever Hays and means pos~;ible. 

characterized by the follouing: 

To be more specific, it is 
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First, the ~lobal he~emonists have been engaged in frenzied arms expansion 

and preparations for launching a ne>I w·orld -vrar. That late-coming super-Power, in 

particular, has actively pursued the policy of 11 substituting guns for butter 17
, 

with its military expenditures spiralling up year after year. In the short 

span of a decade or two, it has established the largest conventional arsenal 

in the >IOrld and a huge strategic and tactical nuclear arsenal, enhancing its 

-vrar preparedness and combat strength to a level unprecedented in peace time" 

Obviously, this is not for its defence needs, but is geared to its so-called 

';historic offensive" and serving directly its policy of global hegemonism. 

Secondly, they are contending for world hegemony by every possible 

means in accelerated pursuance of their foreign policy of aggression and 

expansion. They either carry out subversion in other countries and foster 

puppet re~imes there, or come out into the open to ent:;ineer mercenary 

invasion for flagrant armed intervention against and military occupation 

of other States. They even claim to be the 11natural ally" of the third '..rorld 

and the non-aligned countries and deceive the public in the name of 11 supporting 

the national liberation movement 11 and under the cover of treaties of 

nfriendship anq co-operation 11 in an attempt to bring other States into their 

own spheres of influence. In many parts of the world, especially in areas of 

strategic importance, from southern Afrj ca, the Horn of Africa, the Red Sea, 

the Persian Gulf, the South Asian sub-continent and all the ivay to South-East 

Asia, they are carrying out infiltration and expansion, seeking to establish 

military bases, grabbing the strategic resources of other States in an 

attempt to control strategic sea lanes so as to facilitate their global stratepic 

deployment) by which they could prevail ever their rival and then dominate the 

whole >wrld. 

Thirdly, in order to make others do the iiOrk as a cover for itself, c;lobal 

hegemonism has in recent years often worked hard, as one of its important tactics, 

to foster its agents and wage wars by proxies so as to make them. pull chestnuts 

out of the fire for its global expansion. To realize this Clirty goal, it has 

spared no effort to give blood transfusion to its agents, aiding and abetting them 

in flagrantly pursuing regional hegemonism and national expansionism in their 

surroundings, wilfully carrying out armed invasion and military occupation of 

neighbouring States and practising the inhuman policy of genocide in the occupied 

areas. 
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Fourthly, as a follo-vr-up of its aggression, expansion, interference 

and control of other countries in the political and military fields, 

c;lobal hco;emonism is bound to engage in ruthless economic exploitation and 

plunder aimed at bringing the economy of other States under its control. 

It tries hard to obstruct and undermine the efforts of the developing 

countries for the establishment of a new international economic order so as 

to maintain its monopoly as the biggest exploiter in the 1wrld. 

The evil doings of hegem::mism have aroused increasing resentment 

and resistance from the peopl2 of all countries, 1-rho are stepping up their 

struggle ac~ainst hegemonism. It -vras under these circumstances that the 

Soviet Union inscribed in the agenda of the current session an item entitled 

;'Inadmissibility of the Policy- of Hegemonism in International Relations". 

\fha.t l s behind all this? 

fl.s is lmown to all, since the beginning of the 1970s, the Soviet Union 

has been strone,ly against any reference to hegemonism. Any such reference 

would make it nervous and furious. Even an anti-hegemony clause appearing 

in the bilateral documents of other States was not immune from its unreasonable 

accuse.tion and interference. It imagines that by flat denial it could cover 

up its true feature of hegemonism, -vrhich is a target of 1vorld--vride 

conde!'lrntion, and thus make things easier for itself. But events have gone 

contrary to its will, and the more it tries to hide, the more it is exposed. 

Consequently, fancying itself clever, it chane;ed its tactics by taking over 

thP sloc;an of anti~hegemony and masquerading itself as a hero in this respect. 

D0cei ving itself as >·rell as others and parading itself as a person of honour, 

it camouflages itself under the signboard of anti-hegemony so that it can 

practise hegemonism even more unscrupulously. This shows that the deepening 

of the -vrorld people's struggle against hegemonism has forcecl_ the hegemonists 

to ass~~e a hypocritical gesture of opposing hegemonisn. 
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\Jhat is hegemonism? There is a criterien based on objective facts. 

To discern hegemonism, one must not only listen to what a person says but 

uatch -vrhat he does. The Soviet draft resolution neither specifies ':Tho is 

pursuing hec;elTunism, nor points out the various manifestations of hegemonic 

acts. It merely notes in a casual manner that the policy of hegemonism 

is 11the desire of some States to dominate other States and peoples 11
• Such 

a formulation is by no means an inadvertent neglect on its part, but a 

deliberate arrangement. The Soviet Union tries to white1msh itself with 

empty rhetoric >-rhile implying that hegemonism is being practised by many 

countries. In fact, Soviet hegemonic features have lonr, been shown up by its 

own ·~>rorcls and deeds, and it is futile to divert people's attention. Soviet 

leaders have repeatedly claimed that the Soviet Union has to 1;reckon with the 

state of affairs in virtually every spot on the globe, 11 that it \lbears special 

responsibility: 1 in the -vrorld, and that Soviet armed forcPs "w·ill defend Soviet 

interests in any part and any ocean of the world. 1; Over the years, the Soviet 

Union has been accelerating its arms buildup and >-rar preparations, setting 

up a military apparatus unprecedented in magnitude. Relying on its huge 

military strength, it has controlled Eastern Europe and threatened \·Testern 

Europe. It invented, propagatec' and practised the notorious doctrine of 

';limited sovereignty", brazenly :9lacin~ its ally under armed occupation and 

suppressing the local people who dare to resist. It has occupied large tracts 

of others' territories, stationed a large number of troops on foreign soil 

and deployed a million troops along the borders of China for military threats. 

It has also incited its agents to carry out armed intervention in Asia and 

Africa and openly supported the Vietnamese rer·~ional herremonists in invading 

Democratic Kampuchea, propping up a puppet regime there and spreading the 1-rar 

of aggression to other neighbouring States. The above facts show that the 

Soviet Union is the most dangerous global hegemonist of our time and the main 

source of a world >mr. The evidence is conclusive and undeniable. 
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Soviet hegemonism l.S accllstomed to the trick of 11a thief crying 

'catch the thief' n and this time they are :rnerely repeating the same old triclc. 

As one may recall, each time when the Soviet Union initiated aggres?ion and 

expansion by itself or used m::rcc;n~ries and proxies :for the sap1e purpose, 

it followed up by putting fori>Tard things like the 1'Declaration on the 

Strengthening of InternationaL Security 17
, 

11 Non-use of Force and Permanent 

Non-use of nuclear Heapons i1 Internationq.l Relations~' and the "Conclusion 

of a 1/orld Treaty on the Non--1se of Force 0
• 
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Today when it is supporting regional hegemonism in launching armed invasion of a 

sovereign State and expanding its scope of aggression in south~east Asia in 

furtherance of the policy of hegemonism, the Soviet Union has come up with a new 

proposal entitled "Inadmissibility of the Policy of Hegemonism in International 

Relationsn. Obviously, the aim of its trick is to use attack as a means of 

defence, to gain initiative from a passive position, to turn the accused into the 

accuser and cover up its criminal acts of real hegemonism with high-sounding 

words of anti-hegemony. This is in line with its habitual tactics of carrying out 

expansion under the signboard of detente and building up arms under the slogan of 

disarmament. This, of course, can deceive no one. 

Here, I should like to offer a piece of advice to the hegemonists: if you 

really want to change your course,. shun evil and do good, you should shovr your 

sincere desire by actual deeds. For instance, you could formally declare at this 

international forum that from no-vr on, you vrould no longer pursue the policy of 

hegemonism in international relations; abandon all the occupied territories and 

return them to the owners; withdraw all your forces from abroad; dismantle your 

military bases and installations from foreign soil; undertake never to invade or 

carry out military threats against other countries; stop the arms race and 

reduce substantially your nuclear and conventional armaments; undertake never to 

use mercenaries to wage wars by proxies; end your support to the regional 

hegemonists in their aggression against Democratic Kampuchea and their threats to 

the South-East Asian countries; cease all the sinister activities of intervention, 

control and subversion against other States and so on. In a word, what is needed 

are actual deeds and not hypocritical statements. Your failure to do so will 

provide further proof that the so-called proposal of 11 Inadmissibility of the 

Policy of Hegemonism in International Relationsn is an out-and-out fraud. 

China is a developing socialist country belonging to the third world. Over 

long period, China has been subjected to hegemonist bullying and havoc. He are 

deeply aware of the serious threat posed by hegemonism to the sovereignty and 

independence of various countries and to international security and 1vorld peace. 

That is 1vhy mutual sympathy and support have always prevailed between us and all 

the other victims of hegemonism in the world. We have consistently supported the 

non-aligned countries in their just position against hegemonism. We have always 

joined all the peace-loving countries in firmly o~~osing th~ ~oli~~ o~ ~~E~m~n~~= 

in international relations. The Chinese people are dedicated heart and soul to 

speeding up their socialist construction, and we need a long-term international 
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environment of peace and s1;ability, The Constitution of China explicitly 

stipulates? and Chinese le1.ders have solemnly procalimed on many occasions, that 

China will never seek hege11ony, or strive to be a super-Power. In our view, in 

order to oppose hegemonism and defend world peace it is imperative to stress the 

need to abide strictly by -~he purposes and principles of the United Nations 

Charter; observe scrupulou:Jly the principles of mutual respect for sovereignty 

and territorial integrity, mutual non~aggression, non~interference in each other 1 s 

internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit and peaceful co-existence; oppose 

the super-Powers' relying on their political, economic and military strength for 

infiltration, interference, control, subversion and even armed Cl(':E;rPssion against 

and military occupation of other States; call upon the super~Pmvers to stop arms 

expansion and war prepara·;ions, reduce substantially their nuclear and 

conventional armaments and carry out genuine disarmament. 

It is in the above sp:.rit that the Chinese delegation has put forward the 

draft resolution contained in docQment A/C.l/34/1.8. 

In view of the fact that the draft rPsolution contained ln documPnt 

A/C.l/34/1.52 submitted by Bangladesh and other countries has reflected the main 

contents of the Chinese draft resolution, the Chinese delegation has decided to 

support this draft resolutj_on and will not asl~ for a vote on the Chinese draft. 

The draft resolution ':ubmitted by Bangladesh and other countries points out 

that global hegemonism is a main threat to international peace and security and 

constitutes the main obstacle to the preservation of the sovereignty and national 

independence of all States and to the free determination of thernr political and 

socio-economic systems. It also rightly points out that it is imperative to 

oppose at the same time regional hegemonism which is supported by global hegemonism 

and serving as its accomplice, and that it is impermissible for hegemonism to 

subject other States to age;ression, intervention, control and domination. All those 

points are important for guidincs the international community in its future struggle 

against hegemonism and userul in enabline; people to see more rlc'Rrly the true 

features of those hypocritE:s who talk profusely about anti-hegemony but are 

actually doing their utmost to seek hegemony. Operative -par(\rra})h '7 , in particular, 

calls for the -vrithdrawal of all occupation forces back to their own territories 9 so 

as to enable the peoples of all States to "coterr.dne and administer their mm 

affairs. He consider this to be of practical significance. In the light of the 

objective reality of the c-crrent intern1'.tional situation, the people of various 

countries have come to realize more and more clearly the real danger of global and 
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regional hegemonism relying on their military strength in carryiw:: out 

external aggression and expansion, and hence the urgent need to stop this 

aggression and demand the withdral,ral of the invading troops. Conclusive evidence 

is to be found in the General Assembly resolution adopted recently by an 

ovenrhelming majority on the situation in Kampuchea, 

Steadfastly siding -vrith all the countries that love peace and oppose 

aggression, we shall heighten our vigilance, strengthen our defence, fear no 

intimidation, refuse to be duped, expose the true features of SUller,-Power 

hegemonism, strive to upset its global strategic deployment, frustrate each ancl 

every act of its aggression and expansion. \1e are convinced that as lone; as they 

become further united and persevere in strur:gle, all the peoples -vrho arro viet in::-: ' r 

hegemonism will finally be able to defeat the super-Pmver policies of hegemonis'' 

and war and make positive contributions to the lofty cause of defending uorld 

peace and of human progress. 
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Mr. MARINESCU (Romania) (interpretation from French): Romania 

considers that one of the fundamental trends in present international life 

is the forceful assertion of the will of peoples to live and develop in 

complete freedom ancl independence, to prcrnote a ne>-r spirit in relations among 

States, one of complete eq_u2lity amonp; them, I·Thatever their size, economic and 

military pmrer, or their scci"l :ond politicrl system. i\t the=: snme time, we are 

~-Jitnessing :m intensific8,tjon in the> imperi:'list policy of force and ~:!-_l£t;at 

and the manifestation of the trend to maintain and apporticn spheres 

of influence and domination. 

The evolution of international life, characterized by the struggle 

between those essentially opposed trends, clearly shows that in our time 

peoples will no longer tol<;rate the practice of interference and attempts 

at domination, and they re:wlutely rise up against any attack on their 

independence and national 3overeignty. In these circumstances, the tendencies 

and manifestations of hegenonism are such as to bring about e;rave international 

convulsions and constitute a permanent factor of instability, collisions 

and conflicts which are a thrr'ct to peace, security and international co-operation. 

That is why the abolition of the anachronistic policy of hegemonism, in all 

its forms and manifestations, is at present an objective need of great 

urgency and a pr.imary req_uirement for all peoples of the world. 

In the light of those considerations, we welcome the initiative of the 

Soviet Union in bringing to the attention of the United Nations General 

Assembly the subject of t:r.e inadmissibility of the policy of hee;emonism in 

international relations. 

Romania, which by 1wrd anCI deed is firmly in favour of clC'P . .ring 

the internrtional political climate, considers the elimination 

of that policy as one of the main imperatives of our time, as a key claim 

for the affirmation ann consolidation of a genuine international detente, 

for the just and construc·;ive solution of major problems confronting mankind 

and for the strengthening of confidence and co-operation among States,for 

the benefit of the cause •)f peace and freedom throughout the world. 
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In the report that he submitted last -vv-eek to the Tw~elfth Congress of the 

Homani::w Conmmni~3t Party, the Secretary· General of the Party and President of 

the Socialist Hepublic of Homania, TTicolae Ceausescu, once again emphasized 

" ... that everythinc; must be done to renounce completely 

the policy of force and dil<:tat in international life, interference 

in the internal affairs of other States, the policy of spheres of 

influence and hee;Pmony· r' :~olute action must br· t"l'Pn to put an nncl to 

iJr.periRlist, colonialist "DC~ neo-colonir-1list dcxnin11tion and to promote a 

policy base cl on respect for independence and nctiOY1'1 sovereir;nty and on 

equal and mutually beneficial co-operation among States. 

The need to eliminate hegemonism from international life lS determined 

by the cxt:::-emely harmful consequences of that obsolete policy on the entire 

international life as ~~ l·rhole, because of the serious danc:cr it represents for 

international peace and security and because of the total incompatibility 

of the policy of hegemonism with the principles and purposes of the United 

Nations Charter. Events that occurred during the last years have clearly 

shown that the policy of hegemonism, wherever it is practised and 

1,;rhatever form it takes - domination, political, economic or military 

pressures, interference to the point of armed intr'Tvcntions ·· is most 

detrimental to the international political climate. It prevents the 

development of relations of co-operation and mutual understanding amonc; 

States and creates grave dangers for international peace and security. 

That policy is all the more fraught with danger since it goes hand in hand 

with tonC!~cncics to maintain and divide the world into zones of influence 

and domination - tendencies that endanger the independence and freedom of 

certain peoples, as well as peace in general, giving rise to conflicts, 

hotbeds of tension and new wars. 

Hegemonism is th·~ expression of an obsolete policy based on force; it is 

nothing other than a vestige of colonialism and one of the main forms of 

the manifestation of neo-colonialism. It is therefore totally incompatible 

with the requirements for democratization of international relations, 

participation on a footing of equality by all States in the discussion and 

just so~ution of international problems of common inte-rest. '.\'his })Olic:y 
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s.~rim1sl~r effects not only th:: pecpL'::: ~,..~inc:;t -vllich it is pr:octis. c1 but also 

intc:rn2,ticn~·l life :-·.s ::c Fhl)lE: n;Ji, thcr,~f'ore, the i'1tcrcsts and pcncc•ful existence 

of all :9eoples. There is no denying that a people which does not respect 

the independence of anothe:.· and allrTs oppression and domination of 

another people cannot itse:cf be a truly free people. 

As has been rightly s·~ressed during this debate, too, the policy of 

he2,e1Jl0nism is in total con-~radiction 1-rith the generally accepted norms of 

international lmr. It is .1 truisi!l t hcct r;cnuine nat ion:1l sovcrci:c:nty 

does not confer on any Sta~e ~ -vrhatever its size or povrer - the right to 

decide the fate of other States and peoples, or to ignore and violate 

the equally sovereign rights of other States, to use force or tt0 th}~eat 

of force 1n international r-elations, to act to the detriment of the legitimate 

national interests of other- peoples. 

Hegemonism -riolatr_s i1trrn:ti.'"'~l 1~--~.lity ~m' the 

fundmnental principles that should govern relations among States, in 

particular independence and national sovereignty, equality of rights,and 

non~interference in the internal affairs of other States. The policy of 

hec;emonism represents a denial of the right of peoples to develop in 

complete freedom and inderendence and to decide for themselves the c~urse 

of their economic, social and political development - an inalienable right 

whichtod~y is ~~in~ nsscrte~ with unnreccdrnted force. That 1s 

prcciselv vhy :1cgcmism, ,,rhich s0cl!s to dominFctc SV1.tes .c:ncl 

rrc:u::s . f St8.tes, ancl even the vorlc', is completely un2.cceptable 

cr -~ is 1 n fl ~r;;rflnt ccr.tr:c.dicticn with the United Nations Ctarter and 

the basic principles embodie-d in other international instrw~:ents of major 

importance, such as the F:.nal Act of the Conference on Security and 

Co~operation in Europe. r1hat is why cunplcte renunciation of this policy 

is an essential premise for establishin~ lasting peace in an atmosphere 

of detente~ co-operation~ confidence and mutual respect among all the 

nations of the world. 
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As we have emphasized, Romania has al1>1ays most energetically condemned 

all attempts to subordinate or dominate other States, to impose on them a 

particular way of life, the kind of internal or external policies they should 

adopt and the relations they should cultivate. We have been consistent in 

this policy and have never departed from it and, with unshakeable determination, 

Romania has spoken and acted ae;ainst such a policy and in favour of the full 

affirmation of its antithesis - a policy of respect for sovereignty and 

national independence, equal rights for all States, non-interference in the 

internal affairs of other States, the right of their people to develop freely 

according to their legitimate aspirations and interests. Romania's \>Thole 

foreign policy is based on absolute respect for those principles in its 

relations with all other States without exception, and its central objective 

is to ensure the broadest application of those principles in international 

life. 
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This policy finds its eloquent expression in the fact that these principles, 

alon3 with all generally re~ognized principles and norms of international law, are 

reaffirmed in the treaties )f friendship and co-operation, as well as ln the 

solemn mutual declarations signed by Romania >vi th more than 50 States ln all 

corners of the world. It is this fundamental concern of the policy of Romania, 

which is firmly devoted to the principles and aims set forth in the Charter of 

the United Nations, that also led the Romanian Government to submit for 

consideration at the current session of the General Assembly the item entitled 

nsettlement by peaceful means of disputes between States 11
, the examination of 

which has jus~ been completed in this Committee. 

It is my country's unshakeable conviction that only the establishment 

and promotion of relations of equality, respect and esteem will make it 

possible to restore calm to the international climate, to eliminate the sources 

of discord and animosity, to stifle conflicts, peacefully to settle disputes, 

and to strengthen confidence and co-operation among States for the benefit of 

all peoples and of peace, frogress and the flourishing of human civilization. 

The Romanian delegation considers that the United Nations, "lvi th its 

historic mission of safeguarding international peace and security and ensurine; 

ln relations among all States a rie;orous respect for the fundamental principles 

of the Charter and for contemporary international law, has the duty energetically 

to reject the policy of hegemonism in all its forms as being incompatible -vrith 

the obligations assumed by States under the Charter. 

We express the hope that the debate on this question ln the First Cowmittee 

and the resolution which -vrill be adopted by the General Assembly will mal\:e a 

signal contribution to the efforts being made by the overwhelming majority of 

States throughout the worlc to eliminate all the trends and manifestations of 

hegemonism and thus to consolidate detente and friendly co-operation among 

all cou..Yltries. 

The CHAIRivl.Al'J: J should like to remind representatives that the 

deadline for the submissior of draft resolutions on agenda item 46 will oe 

6.00 p.m. on 3 December. 

The meeting rose at 12.05 p.m. 


